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verbal definition of the word 'value*: when I speak of the Value'
of a commodity (he may be saying), I mean the amount of
labour required to produce it, or rather, such quantity of other
commodities as an equivalent amount of labour would produce.
Or, again, he may be using Value' in an ethical sense: he
may mean that goods ought to exchange in proportion to the
labour involved, and would do so in a world ruled by economic
justice. If he adopts the first of these alternatives, most of the
propositions in his theory of value become trivial, while those
which assert a connection between value and price become arbit-
rary and remain partly false. If he adopts the second alternative,
he is no longer analysing economic facts, but setting up an
economic ideal. Moreover, this ideal would be an impossible one,
for the reasons emphasized hi Ricardo's theory of rent: a bushel
of wheat grown on bad land embodies more labour than one
grown on good land, but could not in any imaginable economic
system be sold at a higher price. Either the verbal or the ethical
alternative 'as to the meaning of * value,* therefore, reduces
Marx's economic theory to a state of confusion.
The ethical interpretation of Value,' nevertheless, seems to
have had some influence, not only on Marx, but on all those who
upheld the labour theory of value. In the case of Marx, this is
borne out by the fact that, in connection with the price of virgin
land, he mentions such things as the price of a man's honour,
where we feel that there is something ethically reprehensible in
the existence of a price. In the case of other economists, it is
interesting to observe that Hodgskin, from whom Marx learned
much, and who first among theorists applied the labour-theory of
value in the interests of the proletariat, finds the source of this
theory in Locke's doctrine that the justification of private prop-
erty is a man's right to the produce of his own labour.1 If he
exchanges the produce of his own labour for the produce of an
equal amount of some one else's labour, justice is preserved; the
labour-theory is therefore in conformity with ethics. This point
of view, perhaps unconsciously, seems to have influenced Marx:
where price and value diverged, he felt that price represented
the wickedness of capitalism.
Much of the efficacy of Marx's writing depends upon tacit
assumptions in his arithmetical illustrations. Let us take one of
these as typical of many.
1 Hatevy, Thomas Hodgskin, pp. 208-9, Soci&6 Nouvelle de Librairie
et d'&Ution, Paris, 1903.

